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Hey, hot tub owners today we're going to present you if you get alarm code E90 is displayed on your Intex PureSpa control panel then how guaranteed to fix problems and what does it mean. Lets Figure Out: There are several error codes that you might see on your Intex PureSpa inflatable hot tub such
as e90, e94, e96, e95, e98, e99. If you're faced with one of these error codes, don't worry that our error code troubleshooting guide with full error codes will help you fix all of these error codes. So, let's get started: Intex Purespa Hot Tub Error Code E90 Which means error code e90 mean and how to fix it
pure spa hot tub? So, the answer is here. No water flow through filter cartridges If you get an E90 error code on your Intex Inflatable hot tub control panel, it means that no water flows through the system. Check the attached troubleshooting guide. Problems. Solving this problem all you have to do is follow
these steps: Clean the hot tub filter cartridge or replace it with a new one. If E90 persists, check and make sure there is no dirt in the spa bath intake and exhaust grates. If there is dirt inside, unscrew the spa inlet/exhaust grate with a screwdriver. Clean and replace it back. Make sure the spa water is
clean and disinfected. If you don't want to see E90 Error Code again on your Intex Pure Spa Hot tub make sure these are 2 things: Water is filled to the recommended level. The filter cartridge is clean and well installed. Turn off the control unit or unplug it. Remove the filter cartridge from the spa bath. Turn
on the control unit and activate the filtration to make sure water is flowing through it. Troubleshoot Intex Pure Spa hot tub error code e90 How to solve Intex Purespa Hot Tub Error Code E96 If you are facing an error code of E96 on your Intex Inflatable hot tub and want to solve problems then you are in
the right place. The error code E96 that appears on your Intex hot Tub Control Panel that means your Spa is facing a system error. If you have this problem all you have to do is: Turn on the hot tub system and disconnect it. After some time, plug the Spa unit back in and restart your Intex hot tub system. If
the error is still displayed, follow these steps to stop the error. Turn off hot tub and unplug the power source. After disconnecting it, loosen the B and C connection until the water starts to leak. Do not loosen the connection to the point that they come off the bath, because you lose all the water in the bath.
Loosen until the leak will release any air from the control base. Turn on the connections and restart the device. Solution: Intex Pure Spa hot tub error code E96 Intex Hot Tub LED Error Codes Chart with Troubleshooting In this Intex Hot Tub Manual Error Code Chart you will find every error code you face
in your Intex Portable Spa: Intex Inflatable Hot Tub Error Code Chart Other Intex Hot Tub Errors Codes and their solutions More other Intex hot tub errors and their solutions Intex PureSpa Inflatable Hot Tub Error Code E94 If your Intex PureSpa inflatable hot tub is displaying an alarm error code E94 on
the control panel, it means that the water temperature of your hot tub is too low. If intex hot tub error code E94 appears, unplug your hot tub and plug back into the GFCI/RCD plug and restart the hot tub when the spa water temperature exceeds 39ºF. Follow steps to make e94 code trouble-free: If the
ambient temperature is below 4°C, we recommend not to use the spa. Turn off the control unit and remove it, add some warm water to bring the temperature of the spa water above 5°C, and then press the button to warm the water to the desired desired Press the temperature increase button to set the
desired water temperature. If the problem persists, contact Intex Service center Getting Intex Hot Tub Error Code E95? Don't worry if you get Intex hot tub error code E95. It means the water temperature is too hot. If you are facing this problem let the temperature of the water cool down to the highest
temperature of the hot tub which is 104F or lower. Follow these steps to resolve E95 error code: Turn off the control unit and unplug the plug. When the water has cooled, plug in the GFCI/RCD and restart the system. Turn off the heater and then press the filter and the call buttons to lower the water
temperature. If the problem persists, contact Intex Service Center. Intex Hot Tub Error Code E95 Solution Intex Hot Tub AlarmCode E98: Solution If you have alarm code E98, displayed on your hot tub control panel, it means that the spa has encountered water or ambient temperature of 55°C (131ºF) or
higher The solution to this problem is very simple, first press the RESET button on the side of the spa control unit using a small and thin object to the E98 alarm stop, and then unplug and close back into the RCD to restart the system. If E98 still appears after a number of reset attempts, follow the
following instructions: Unplug the power cord and disconnect the control base from the bath. Rotate over the control base to find the reset button box. Unscrew the two screws. Pull out the reset button box and unscrew the two screws at the bottom of the box. Take out the cover and pull out the white
thermal protector. Press the black button to make sure it goes down and up or not. Make sure the black rubber lid is out of place and is in the case. Here is the complete solution Intex Hot Tub Alarm Code E98 guide. Intex Hot Tub Alarm Code E98 guide Intex Hot Tub Error Code E99 If your Intex hot tub
pure spa throw out an error code of E99 it means that your hot tub experienced an internal error. If you want to fix this error all you have to do is go and check your hot tub by the nearest Intex customer service executive. Intex Pure Spa Reset Button In this article we are talking about the Intex hot tub
Reset button, but we are not talking about where is the location of the pure spa reset button. The RESET button from Intex Hot Tub is located on the side of the spa control panel. If you experience an error code, press the reset button and restart the device. Conclusion If you face a problem or problem
with your Intex hot tub or your Intex tub throwing a fault E90, E94, E95, E96, E98, or E99. Try to solve problems with our methods with our guide. Or if you don't know how to fix it go and check your Intex hot tub by nearest Intex customer support team. Still, any question you have in mind feel free to ask in
comment below. Your response is greatly appreciated by us. Read also: How to find a leak in an inflatable hot tub – Step By Step Guide Complete Installation of Intex Hot Tub The Intex PureSpa is the best inflatable hot tub in our top list. It offers you the luxury of pampering yourself in relaxing water,
complete with soothing bubbles. It is the perfect water relaxation equipment after a hard day's work. Best of all, you don't have to shell out tons of money to get this experience (It's really affordable!) It's easy to set up and includes an innovative control panel, so you just sit back and let the massage spa
do the work for you. Intex hot tub is easy to store, so it's perfect if you have a limited space in your home. One of the best things about this intex inflatable hot tub is that you get a personal experience every time you take a dip in the bath. This is due to the intelligent heating system that adapts to your
personal temperature preference. Unlike other spa sets that are too hot or not hot enough, this bath will take the hassle of going through countless adjustments in your settings to get the right temperature. Your personal spa should reduce stress, not add to it, and this bath guarantees you a stress-free spa
experience. Apart from this, this spa made by the famous intex brand features an insulated coverage and lock to help minimize heat loss. This means that you don't have to worry about the water getting cold over time. You stay and relax as much as you want, and it will maintain the ideal temperature for
you. The cover also has a lock to provide extra security. The temperature of the water reaches up to 104 degrees Fahrenheit and you raise or decrease if you want (104° is the legal max). To reach the maximum temperature, please note that the outside temperature must be at least 50 degrees. The spa
is equipped with a built-in hardwater treatment system, which means that the water in the bath will be soft on your skin and clothing. It will also prevent damage to the spa system. Due to this hard water treatment, there will be no build-up of hard water, so that the water has a better flow. It will also give
your spa a longer life because hard water can cause damage. The intex spa system features advanced technology that makes it possible to create floating crystals. It generates an electromagnetic field that agitates calcium and other minerals in the water, causing the crystals to form. These floating
crystals are stored in the filter cartridge, so the water in your spa will always be soft. Control panelIt contains an easy-to-use control panel that allows you to activate the 120 powerful jets of air. This produces the bubbles on the interior of the spa giving you a relaxing and refreshingly refreshing This control
panel also allows you to adjust the temperature of the bubble sprays. It is covered with a flawless high-quality plastic, so that it is safe and protected. This panel features a digital display with clear colored numbers and symbols, so you can easily see the temperature and other settings you want to adjust
on the system. It has a user-friendly interface, so you don't have to be an expert to configure your spa system. Fiber-Tech ConstructionThe material of the bath is a very durable fiber tech construction and it is resistant to heavy use. It also offers maximum comfort, allowing you to sit in the bath and relax
as long as you want. It has a 3-layer laminated, leak-resistant material, so it doesn't easily run into holes, even if you use it outside. Easy maintenanceThe spa is easy to clean and maintain. It contains two filter cartridges that are easy to replace. You don't need to call a professional to do the replacement
for you. Convenient storageThe Intex PureSpa is portable, so you can easily transport it from one place of the house to another. The exterior has integrated handles with comfortable handles so you move even when inflated. The set comes with a carry case, so you can easily put it away when you're not
in use or take the spa system with you when you're traveling. Easy to set upThe spa system is considered a plug and play system. It's quick and easy to install and you don't need an expert to set it up for you. You'll receive a package that includes multiple units, so you're aware of the different components
you need to install. It comes with a DVD that will provide you with clear and easy-to-follow instructions to properly set up your spa. No special equipment is required that is not included. AccessoriesThe Intex PureSpa inflatable hot tub is a complete set that comes with all the necessary accessories you
need to inflate, use and maintain it. Heater pumpThe spa comes with a heater and this is what keeps the bath warm. Chlorine dispenserIt also contains a floating pool chlorine dispenser. You use this to kill algae or germs that can form in the water in the bath. It is a floating container, so you immediately
release the right amount of chlorine into the water if necessary. You use chlorine tablet computers that are included in the purchase of the set. CoverThe cover for the bath is also inflatable. It is designed with durable straps and matching buckles to keep the spa safe. It has a slightly larger diameter than
the bath and you have the ability to keep it on or take off by turning. SummaryThe Intex PureSpa Portable Bubble Spa Set is a hassle-free personal spa system that gives you the relaxation you want without all the stress of complicated installations and set-up. It has a control panel that is easy to use. It
produces warm soothing bubbles and and heating to provide you with a refreshing massage when you need it. The.
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